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1. Objective
of the white paper
This white paper exemplarily transfers the previous results of the Plattform Industrie
4.0 regarding the RAMI 4.0 model and the subsequent Administration Shell to the
System Architecture for Industrie 4.0 Production Systems presented in the SmartFactory KL white paper SF1.1 (cf. SmartFactory KL 2016). Hence, an application example in
the discrete, loosely interlinked flow production is given using the existing Industrie
4.0 Production System of the SmartFactory KL. Through a specific use case, this white
paper thus contributes to clarify the understanding and the potential of the Administration Shell and to identify possible challenges as well as solution approaches.
Hereafter, the Plattform Industrie 4.0 Administration Shell as well as the SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0 System Architecture are first described. Subsequently, the transfer of the SmartFactory KL System Architecture and Industrie 4.0 Production System
to the Plattform Industrie 4.0 Reference Architecture reveals the parallels. The submodels, thematically aggregating and representing specific system data for a production module, are derived afterwards using a Plug’n’Produce application scenario.
In order to demonstrate the practical relevance and a possible technical realization
approach, the concept of the Administration Shell is finally exemplarily transferred
to a production module of the SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0 Production System.

2. Status Quo
2.1. The Administration Shell
The Plattform Industrie 4.0 is a Gemany-wide, practice-driven association for the joint
development of industry recommendations and standardization concepts for Industrie 4.0. To organize the specific technologies and technical problems in the context
of the production environment of tomorrow, a so called Reference Architecture Model
for Industrie 4.0 (briefly: RAMI 4.0) has been developed. The so-called Industrie 4.0
Component is a part of RAMI 4.0. It describes the physical structure of an object communicating in the networked production environment of the future with other Industrie 4.0 Components. An Industrie 4.0 Component may refer to a complete production
system, a machine, or just one work station. The main idea is that the object must
have at least one connection to an Industrie 4.0 compliant communication network.
Within this comprehensive concept, every Industrie 4.0 Component has an Administration Shell, which is intended to unite all the data generated in the life cycle. This
data can be stored in the Industrie 4.0 Component itself or in an IT system located
elsewhere but connected to the Industrie 4.0 network (cf. VDI 2015). The Manifest of
the Administration Shell shows an overview of its content and structure. The Component Manager provides the technical link between the IT services and the Industrie 4.0
Component, enabling the direct access to the physical object. Even though technical
details of the Administration Shell are still in development, the first improvements
and requirements for the structure already exist (cf. BMWi 2016). The structure is
oriented on IEC 62832, which describes the Digital Factory. So-called Assets of the
Administration Shell represent the physical or logical objects of the Industrie 4.0
Component. An Asset includes an Asset Header which contains general information
on identification and labeling and an Asset Body, with a model of the properties provided by that Asset class. These properties may be any data from the life cycle of the
Industrie 4.0 Component. The properties are filled with specific values from available
objects (cf. instantiation). Industrie 4.0 Components can also be composed together.
All properties are divided into four major groups according to IEC 61360: identifying
attributes, semantic attributes, value attributes and relational attributes. This does
not yet determine what properties are built into the Administration Shell. Nevertheless, it is already certain that a distinction between basic properties, mandatory
properties, optional properties and free properties is necessary.
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Figure 1 shows the rough structure of the Administration Shell. Due to the later
extensibility of the views and submodels, it is also flexible over time in order to meet
new requirements. The current work of the Plattform Industrie 4.0 focuses on the
detailed definition of the Administration Shell content and its actual demonstration.

Furthermore, various views are defined in the Administration Shell to provide an
overview of the selected properties for certain applications or user roles. Beyond the
pre-defined basic views of the Administration Shell, other views are also possible, for
example the performance view to describe the output achieved, the business view for
commercial information or the local view with information about the positions and
physical connections of the Industrie 4.0 Component. These views can be read by
people as well as third party systems an supplemented by individual views.

2.2. The SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0 System Architecture

Since different life cycle phases and owners may have different perceptions of an
object, a physical object may have multiple Administration Shells. In contrast, an
Administration Shell may consist of several objects, for example stored in several
submodels. An Administration Shell can also refer to other sources and may contain
manufacturer-specific information in addition to the mandatory properties.

At the Hannover Trade Fair 2014, the Technologie-Initiative SmartFactory KL and its
partners already demonstrated within a production line how the Industrie 4.0 paradigms can be independently realized using existing technologies (see Figure 2). Paradigms such as Plug'n'Produce, smart products, vertical networking and a distributed
production control enable a fully individualized business card holder to be produced
in lot size 1 by an automated mass production system.

Figure 1:
Structure of the
Administration Shell with
Manifest, submodels and
views (cf. BMWi 2016)

Here, dedicated assembly modules with separate controllers perform the individual
process steps. For this purpose, they read the intelligent product memory attached
to the product and update it after each processing. Through a consistent resource
supply and a smart interface allowing the identification of adjacent modules, individual modules can be interchanged during the operation of the production line without
disturbing the operation in the other ones. The basis for this is a modular infrastructure, which ensures the complete vertical networking and supply. Thanks to accepted
protocols like OPC UA and standardized IT interfaces, other systems like predictive
maintenance ones can read data directly from the modules and field devices.
The Industrie 4.0 Production System is realized based on a five-layer system architecture, as described in the SmartFactory KL Whitepaper SF1.1 (cf. SmartFactory KL
2016). Individual functionalities are assigned to individual objects and specific interfaces are defined to prevent component-specific dependencies and to maintain the
changeability of the entire system. In terms of future requirements, the production
system is easily expandable and individual modules – both physical and digital – can
be interchanged with minimum effort.
The lowest level of the system architecture is the product, which is characterized by
the specification of the intelligent product memory contents. The production layer
above it covers all production modules and takes over the actual value-added activity. The third level includes the modular infrastructure that supplies the production
modules and builds the physical network. For a uniform digital communication, the
integration interface is described on the fourth level.
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Figure 2:
The SmartFactory KL
Industrie 4.0
Production System

Figure 3:
The SmartFactory KL
Industrie 4.0
System Architecture
(cf. SmartFactory KL 2016)

IT system 1

IT system 2

IT system 3
IT systems

Integration layer
Integration

Supply
module 1

Production
module 1

It connects the production modules to the IT systems, provides the consistent communication bus and takes over the routing between the services and service users.
The IT system layer is the fifth level and encompasses all functionalities for computerassisted production planning, control and optimization. Figure 3 gives a comprehensive overview of the five layers of the system architecture.
Since this white paper presents a possible realization of the Administration Shell
for the production modules, the production layer is particularly relevant. From a
mechanical point of view, the specification of the production modules stipulates
that the basic structure must not exceed a defined height, width and length. It also
defines the position of conveyor belts to be used in the modules to ensure uniform
transfer points to other modules. The conveyor belts consist of a loading and a
return belt, which end at the front sides of the modules. Gates allow the products to be
circulated in a closed loop when they are closed and ensure there is no interruption
when adjacent modules are being interchanged. From an electromechanical point of
view, all modules have at least three RFID read/write devices on the conveyor belts.
The intelligent product memory is first read and then, after processing, updated
prior to the transport to the next module for the next processing. For the topology
detection, each module is equipped with RFID readers, RFID tags and proximity
switches on its front sides, ensuring the correct positioning and the identification of
the adjacent modules. The modules are supplied with a modular connector from the
infrastructure boxes, which provides electrical energy, industrial Ethernet, safety
function and compressed air.

Supply
module 2

Production
module 2

Supply
module 3

Production
module 3

Supply

Production

Product
open interfaces
specification

conststently defined
interfaces specification

Information flow
Power flow
Material flow

The system architecture specification stipulates a standardized operating concept
with three predefined operating modes and different module behaviors. Each module
has a uniform information model, which can be used to read properties, operating
and production status, topology, resource requirements, etc. The following figures
show examples of the specification realization in the production system. The production modules, the modular infrastructure as well as the intelligent product memory
all rely on a consistent IT interface with a predefined structure and a standardized
data description for each type. In these areas, the Industrie 4.0 Production System
shows parallels to the Administration Shell approach, which are examined below.
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3. The SmartFactory KL
Industrie 4.0
Production System
transferred to RAMI 4.0
The different components of the SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0 Production System
play separate roles in the modular system architecture. They all can be represented
by an Administration Shell and become Industrie 4.0 Components. Moreover, they
can be mapped to the different dimensions of the Plattform Industrie 4.0 RAMI 4.0.
Figure 5 depicts the different Industrie 4.0 Components of the SmartFactory KL
System Architecture and how the Administration Shell encapsulates them.

Figure 4:
Examples for the
realization of the
SmartFactory KL
System Architecture
in the Industrie 4.0
Production System

Evaluation of all module information
thanks to consistent IT interfaces

Consistent supply connector of the modular
infrastructure for the production modules

RFID reader and proximity switch on the
module front side for topology detection

Redirecting gates at the end of the
conveyor belts on the modules front sides

Figure 5:
Administration Shell for the
different components of the
SmartFactory KL
System Architecture

Administration Shell
“Production system”

Administration Shell
“Operator”

Production system

Operator

Administration Shell
“Product”

Administration Shell
“Production module”

Administration Shell
“Infrastructure box”

Product

Production module

Infrastructure box

RAMI 4.0 initially defines 7 “Hierarchy Levels” representing the granularity of a
networked production system. Figure 6 shows the correlation between these levels
and the SmartFactory KL System Architecture. An “Enterprise” realizing this system
architecture operates “Work units” (production systems), which consist of a “Stations” (production modules) chain. Currently, the components “Control Device” and
“Field Device” are considered as parts of the production system in the SmartFactory KL
System Architecture. The production system is further specified by the“Product” it
produces.
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Figure 6:
Assignment of the
SmartFactory KL
System Architecture
components to
RAMI 4.0

Vendor part

Feedback

→ Part type in the selection
Planning
Development

Design

→ Orderer parts (instances)
Virtual
commissioning

Commissioning

Production

Planning with
possible part types

Usage &
Optimization

Delivery
of parts
Feedback

Machine
→ Planned machine type

Furthermore, RAMI 4.0 defines 6 different “Layers”, which differentiate the components of a production system in terms of their physical and IT aspects. These layers
are used to represent the production modules as follows:

Layer

Description for a production module

Business

Plug’n’Produce or “production module as a service” as
business model

Functional

Providing a service for executing manufacturing, assembly,
test and handling processes

Information

Properties: data, functions

Communication

Standard for service representation: Ethernet with OPC UA

Integration

Information model

Asset

Production module

Finally, RAMI 4.0 defines different “Life Cycle & Value Stream” phases, where a
component is considered both as type and instance. For example, a production
module, or “Machine” in Figure 7, is first planned as a type, as it is shown as a
product in the supplier's catalog and/or designed by the development department
as 3-D model with basic data or some minimal specification. Later, when a user
orders a production module with additional features or a specific configuration, it
must be specifically designed and produced by the supplier. This step instantiates
the production module as a real object.

Planning
Development

→ Machines ordered of a type (instances)
Design

Virtual
commissioning

Commissioning

Production

Planning / Commissioning
of a machine

Maintenance
&
Optimization

Delivery
of a machine

Factory
Figure 7:
Life cycles of
vendor part, machine and
factory – both as type and
instance (cf. BMWi 2016)

→ Possible factory
(Investment)
planning

→ Actual factory (instance)
Engineering

Virtual
commissioning

Commissioning

Production

Maintenance
&
Optimization
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4. Description of the
Administration Shell
for the Plug’n’Produce
application scenario

The submodels implemented by the production module must be able to answer this
question, or in other words, provide the necessary information for this application
scenario.

4.1. The Plug’n’Produce principle
The Plug’n’Produce principle is borrowed from the computer sciences and describes
the mechatronic and IT modularity from process elements, leading to changeable
or reconfigurable production systems. The reconfiguration must be accomplished
quickly and, for the most part, automatically. This is facilitated through the use of
smart, interoperable modules with standard interfaces. An application scenario of
the Plug’n’Produce principle is described exemplarily by the Plattform Industrie 4.0
(cf. BMWi 2016) and realized in the SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0 Production System
(cf. Figure 8).
To realize a Plug’n’Produce application scenario in the SmartFactoryKL Industrie 4.0
Production System, each production module must provide a detailed self-description, which enables its rapid integration in the production line. Hence, the production module specification must contain all self-descriptive information that give
details regarding its structure and capabilities. The sum of the specifications of a
production module which enables, inter alia, its Plug’n’Produce ability, depicts its
Administration Shell.
In the current scenario, a new production module must be coupled to the existing
production system. Hence, it must describe its properties (functions and data) in
the sense of a SOA (Service-oriented Architecture) via its Administration Shell or
submodels. SOA is a paradigm that supports the realization of business processes
for distributed systems and aims to improve the flexibility of these systems. In this
case, the concepts of services, interoperability and loose coupling play a critical role.
In the practice, an Enterprise Service Bus provides the level of interoperability
required between the distributed systems offering services. In this context, a service
represents the encapsulation of a functionality (cf. Josuttis 2009).
The interactions within the SOA may be considered as a dialog between the various
systems. For example, a proceeding regarding the Plug’n’Produce capability of a
production module may begin with a question for the new module about its interface.
In simple terms, the new station is asked: “What interface do you have/require?”.

Figure 8:
Interchanging a
Plug'n'Produce
production module in the
SmartFactory KL
Industrie 4.0
Production System

4.2. D
 escription of the Administration Shell for
a production module
Below, the exemplary question to the production module within a SOA mentioned in
the previous chapter will be broken down into subquestions and answered through
different submodels implemented by the production module. The depicted submodels and data fields for the properties definition do not claim to be exhaustive.
Furthermore, the columns “ID” are completed arbitrarily. For example, the actual
identifiers for referencing individual properties can be built according to ISO 29002-5.
Finally, the extension of the standard attributes from IEC 61360-1/ISO 13584-42 with
the additional data fields “Value” and “Expression semantic” is needed for the use of
the properties in Industrie 4.0 Components. Here, generic variables for a production
module are shown in blue.
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SOA query 1:
“Are you max. 1900mm large, 790mm wide and 1200mm long?”

SOA query 2:
“Are the transfer points, flow direction and speed of your transport
system suitable to transfer this work piece?”

> Submodel “Structure”

> Submodel “Transport interface”

This submodel contains information about the mechanical design required for
a physical integration into an existing production environment.

Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Value

Expression
semantic

View

Hight of the
module
incl. wheels

float

mm

0...1900

1900

Confirmation

Design

ModWidth

Width of the
module

float

mm

0...790

790

Confirmation

Design

ModLength

Length of
the module

float

mm

0...1200

1200

Confirmation

Design

ID

Name

Definition

A1

ModHight

A2
A3

This submodel contains information about the transfer points of the module. The
described transport mechanism enables the transfer of the product to the adjacent module. The transport system comprises two circulating conveyor belts, a gate
mechanism and defined transfer points for the products. Opened gates allow to
pass on the product. Closed gates lead to the redirection of the product from loading
to return belt.

Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Expression
semantic

View

Right side
entry point
position

array

mm

--

(1200,
490,
850)

Confirmation

Local

PosLeftOut

Left side exit
point position

array

mm

--

(0, 490,
850)

Confirmation

Local

T3

PosLeftIn

Left side
entry point
position

array

mm

--

(0, 650,
850)

Confirmation

Local

T4

PosRightOut

Right side exit
point position

array

mm

--

(1200,
650,
850)

Confirmation

Local

T5

DirRightIn

Right side
input flow
direction

array

--

--

(-1, 0, 0)

Confirmation

Local

T6

DirRightOut Right side
output flow
direction

array

--

--

(1, 0, 0)

Confirmation

Local

T7

DirLeftOut

array

--

--

(-1, 0, 0)

Confirmation

Local

ID

Name

Definition

T1

PosRightIn

T2

Left side
output flow
direction

Value
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Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Value

Expression
semantic

View

Left side
input flow
direction

array

--

--

(1, 0, 0)

Confirmation

Local

ID

Name

Definition

T8

DirLeftIn

T9

DoorHight

Gate hight

float

mm

--

400

Confirmation

Design

T10

TransWidth

Transport
system width

float

mm

--

70

Confirmation

Design

T11

SpeedGo

Loading flow
speed

float

m/s

(0 ... 1)

Confirmation

Performance

T12

SpeedBack

Return flow
speed

float

m/s

(0 ... 1)

Confirmation

Performance

SOA query 3:
“Can you read, update and localize the product memory?”
> Submodel “Product interface”
This submodel contains information about the read and write access mechanism to
the digital product memory. The described mechanism is based on the RFID technology and allows the automatic data exchange with the product. It provides the
interface of the production module to the product. As a product enters a production module, all product parameters are read on the digital product memory by the
first RFID read/write device. When the product exits the module, the digital product
memory is updated by a second RFID reader/writer. A third RFID read/write device
is located on the return belt and reports the product location.

Figure 9:
Schematic placement of the
RFID devices

Production module

Tag update

Lifting
device

Tag reading

Location report

RFID reader

Stopper
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Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Value

Expression
semantic

View

Frequency
of the
3 RFID
devices

float

MHz

--

13,56

Confirmation

Performance

ProdTagRange

Range of the
3 RFID
devices

float

m

0 ... 1,5

P3

PosRead

Position of
the RFID
device for
order reading

array

mm

--

P4

PosUpdate

Position of
the RFID
device for
status update

array

mm

--

Position of
the RFID
device for
localization

array

User
memory of
the product
RFID tag

ushort

ID

Name

Definition

P1

ProdTag
Frequency

P2

P5

P7

PosLocation

ProdTagMemory

Confirmation

Performance

(802,
490,
922)

Confirmation

Local

(204,
490,
922)

Confirmation

Local

SOA query 4:
“What supply do you need to work?”
> Submodel “Supply interface”
This submodel contains information about the connection to the supply
infrastructure. The described mechanism allows the electromechanical Plug’n’
Produce capability of the production module by enabling its supply via a
single modular connector. Hence, this mechanism represents the interface of the
production module to the supply infrastructure. The connector employed here
consists of an Ethernet connection, a safety function and 24V voltage connection,
a pressed air connection and a 400V three-phase current connection. Figure 10
shows a schematic representation of the connector.					

Figure 10:
schematic representation
of the connector

D
mm

Byte

--

--

(802,
650,
922)

Confirmation

2048

Requirement

C

B

A

Local

❻ ❺ ❹ ❸ ❷❶
Performance

A/a
B/b
C/c
D/d

400V A.C. current
Compressed air
Guide pin
25 pole
Ethernet
Guide bush

❶ Protective conductor
❷ 400V A.C. current
❸ Compressed air
❹ Safety function &
❺
❻

24V direct voltage
Industrial Ethernet
Protective conductor

It is assumed here that the layout of the connector as shown schematically on the
left in Figure 10 is a standard in this application scenario and that only the values
of the individual connections may change depending on the application of the connector. For example, the pneumatic supply may not be necessary for a particular
module. In this case, the pressure value should be set to 0. The properties of the
submodel therefore describe the characteristics of A, B, C and D.
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Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Expression
semantic

View

Ethernet
data rate

ushort

Mbit/s

(1000 ...
10000)

Requirement

Network

Pressure

Working
pressure

byte

Bar

(0 ... 10)

Requirement

Network

V3

Voltage

Current

ushort

V

400

Requirement

Network

V4

DirVoltage

DC voltage

byte

V

24

Requirement

Network

V5

NumbPneum

Number of
contacts for
pneumatics

byte

--

1

Requirement

Design

V6

NumbPins

Pins for
safety and
DC voltage

byte

--

25

Requirement

Design

V7

NumbPoles

Number of
contacts for
voltage

byte

--

4

Requirement

Design

ID

Name

Definition

V1

DataRate

V2

Value

SOA query 5:
“Can you detect the adjacent modules to allow a collaboration?”
> Submodel “Detection interface”
This submodel contains information relating to the system topology detection,
meaning the coupling points between production modules. The described mechanism enables the coupling to other production modules and the integration into
the production line. Hence, it represents the interface of the production module to
other production modules. The mechanism consists of an RFID reader, an RFID tag
and two proximity switches for the detection and unambiguous identification of the
adjacent production module (cf. Figure 4 top right and Figure 11). The layout of this
mechanism allows the tag of one module to face the reader of the other one when
two modules are coupled. If, on the other hand, modules are turned in the wrong way,
the asymmetrical structure prevents the detection.

Figure 11:
Schematic layout of the
topology detection system

Production module

Transport
Transport

RFID tag

RFID reader

Proximity sensor
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Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Expression
semantic

View

ID

Name

Definition

Position
RFID tag
left

array

mm

--

(0, 290,
250)

Confirmation

Local

N12

PosMagnetRight12

Position
RFID reader
left

array

mm

--

(0, 50,
530)

Confirmation

Local

N13

N3

PosReedLeft1 Position
reed sensor
1 left

array

mm

--

(0, 265,
565)

Confirmation

Local

N4

PosReedLeft2 Position
reed sensor
2 left

array

mm

--

(0, 415,
565)

Confirmation

Local

N5

PosMagnetLeft1

Position
magnet 1
left

array

mm

--

(0, 385,
215)

Confirmation

Local

N6

PosMagnetLeft2

Position
magnet 2
left

array

mm

--

(0, 535,
215)

Confirmation

Local

N7

PosTagRight

Position
RFID tag
right

array

mm

--

(1200,
50, 530)

Confirmation

Local

N8

PosReadRight Position
RFID reader
right

array

mm

--

(1200,
290,
250)

Confirmation

Local

N9

PosReedRight1

Position
reed sensor
1 right

array

mm

--

(1200,
385,
215)

Confirmation

Local

N10

PosReedRight2

Position
reed sensor
2 right

array

mm

--

(1200,
535,
215)

Confirmation

Local

N11

PosMagnetRight1

Position
magnet 1
right

array

mm

--

(1200,
265,
565)

Confirmation

Local

ID

Name

Definition

N1

PosTagLeft

N2

PosReadLeft

Value

Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Expression
semantic

View

Position
magnet 2
right

array

mm

--

(1200,
415,
565)

Confirmation

Local

ModTag
Memory

User memory of the
RFID tags

ushort

Byte

--

112

Confirmation

Performance

N14

ModTag
Frequency

Frequency
of the RFID
device

float

MHz

--

13,56

Confirmation

Performance

N15

ModTagRange Range of
the RFID
device

float

m

0 ... 1,5

Confirmation

Performance

Value
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5. Possible approach to
technical realization
SOA query 6:
“Can you interact with your environment?”

The submodels described for a Plug'n'Produce application scenario are implemented
by each production module of the SmartFactory KL Production System. In the following,
the concept is transferred more specifically to a production module: the high-resolution weighing module for automatic quality control (cf. Figure 12).

> Submodel “Communication interface”
This submodel contains information about the communication ability between the
production module and other systems. The production module enters the network
via the communication interface. Its services must be accessible via this interface.
Figure 12:
The weighing module of the
SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0
Production System

Data
type

Unit of
meas.

Value
list

Value

Expression
semantic

bool

--

--

False

Confirmation Network

IPv4 IP
address

string

--

--

"192.168.1. 2"

Confirmation Network

Host name

string

--

--

WebClient Web client
for retrieving data
from the
web server

uri

--

--

K5

UAServer

OPC UA
server with
information
model of
the module

uri

--

--

opc.tcp://sf-ind40- Confirmation Network
ModulA:4845

K6

UAClient

OPC UA
client for
accessing
variables

uri

--

--

urn:sf-ind40Confirmation Network
ModulA:UnifiedAutomation:UaExpert

ID

Name

Definition

K1

DHCP

DHCP client
function for
dynamic IP
assignment

K2

IP

K3

Host

K4

View

"sf-ind40-ModulA" Confirmation Network
urn:sf-ind40ModulA:Chrome:HttpClient

Confirmation Network
The Mettler Toledo weighing module has been developed to be installed in machines
and has little in common with a traditional table scale with display and keyboard.
Since both traditional table or floor scales as well as integrable weighing modules
should be usable in an Industrie 4.0 environment, both designs must provide an
Administration Shell according to RAMI 4.0 (cf. Figure 13).

Figure 13:
Administration Shells of the
weighing module and scale

Administration Shell
“Weighing module”

Administration Shell
“Scale”

Weighing module

Scale
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•
•
•
•
•

Measuring performance: Capacity, read-out accuracy, reproducibility,
operating temperature, etc.
Versioning: Software, electronics, mechanical components
Individual scale configuration: Filter settings, etc.
Mechanics: CAD data
Electronics: Electrical plans
Software: Function blocks and device description files for the PLC

These data hardly change with time and are usually only required to replace the scale
or to convert the machine. For this reason, they can easily be installed outside the
scale, for example, on a cloud.

Status data for the scale analysis
The measuring performance of a scale can not only fail at short notice due to external
or internal disturbances, but can also be degraded continuously over time. The
following log data should either be stored on the scale or in the weighing module or
be sent continuously to a cloud in order to reliably detect the gradual performance
loss using tools for condition monitoring or predictive maintenance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calibration: Date, deviation, certificate ID
Shortfalls of the valid measuring range
Overload situations
Cell temperature
Vibrations
Stabilization times and zero point return
Drift at zero and stable weight
Symmetry deviations for several measuring cells

Measurement

Transport interface

Technical
documentation

Product interface

Administration Shell
“Weighing module”

Supply interface

…
Calibration

Detection interface

Weighing module

Communication
interface

Measuring range
Temperature
Load

Figure 14:
Administration Shell of the
weighing module

Submodels

•

Structure

Status data / logs

Static data for the weighing module specification

Submodels

The following description of the Administration Shell for the weighing module shows
which information can be used for an Industrie 4.0 application and for which purpose. A distinction must be made between static data for the type definition and
Plug’n’Produce application scenario on the one hand, and status data, for example,
for condition monitoring or predictive maintenance on the other hand (cf. Figure 14).

Static data
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…
In principle, modern scales or weighing modules already offer the information presented above. However, the read-out is currently carried out via proprietary formats
and the data storage via additional hardware if the scale does not have the necessary
memory space. The following
depicts a possible structure of the Administration
Shell for the weighing module and assigns the various submodel data to elements of
the SmartFactory KL Industrie 4.0 System Architecture.
Conceptually, the Administration Shell should be inserted between the control level
and the IT layers above it and thus form a gateway between the automation technology
and the IT systems. As a container for the Administration Shell, an industrial-suited
single-board computer can be used, such as an Harting MICA® System1. According
to the retrofitting approach for existing machines, this system must be connected
to the PLC and equipped with interfaces to various communication standards
(Web services, MQTT, OPC UA), allowing an access to the control level. The container
must also run a software configured to match the PLC interfaces which semantically enriches the obtained data and forwards it upwards to the IT layers. Figure 15
proposes an exemplary technical realization of the concept in the SmartFactory KL
Industrie 4.0 Production System.
1

http://www.harting-mica.com/
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6. Summary and outlook
Summary

In this example, the data is passed to the Enterprise Service Bus (IBM Integration
Bus) using OPC UA. Static data can be loaded from SAP ERP or from a database that
is also connected to the Enterprise Service Bus. New third-party applications can
retrieve the data from the Enterprise Service Bus using, for example, MQTT or REST.

This white paper describes an exemplary transfer of the RAMI 4.0 Administration
Shell to the SmartFactory KL System Architecture for Industrie 4.0 Production Systems. The goal here is to present a practical solution pattern how individual production modules can be digitally described within modern, loosely coupled production
systems in order to achieve a high degree of changeability within a SOA through
the Plug'n'Produce principle. The described Administration Shell submodels of
the SmartFactory KL Production System modules are intended to serve as a guide for
the digital description of similar production modules also aiming at an automatic,
fast reconfigurability. The exemplary realization using the weighing module shows
a possible approach for transferring the concept of the Administration Shell into
practice.

Outlook
SAP

Static data

ERP
MQTT/REST/...

IBM Integration Bus

Enterprise Service Bus
OPC UA

Harting MICA®

Rexroth IndraControl

Database

Status data / logs

Single board computer
OPC UA server

PLC

Plug'n'Produce data

In the future, the SmartFactory KL working group 2 “Digital Factory” will refine the
specification of the Administration Shell and its submodels and evaluate and further
develop them according to their feasibility. As a first step, a refinement of the submodels should be provided by the use of global, approved identifiers like ISO 29002
(eCl@ss or IEC CDD) or URI, for example for the semantic description in domain
ontologies for the technical realization with web services2 (cf. Dengel 2012).
To assess the feasibility, the submodels must also be prototypically implemented
and evaluated. This should determine whether the defined Administration Shell is
sufficient for a Plug'n'Produce scenario. For this purpose, existing findings from the
ZVEI project openAAS3 could be integrated, whereby a concrete use of the implementation could serve as an exemplary realization possibility.
After successfully demonstrating the feasibility of the Administration Shell for a
production module, the Administration Shells of further SmartFactory KL Industrie
4.0 System Architecture components could be specified. For example, the infrastructure box, the product, the human or the logistics unit (Festo Robotino®) could
implement their own Administration Shell in order to be able to be integrated via
Plug’n’Produce.

ProfiNet iO

Figure 15:
Possible structure and
technical realization of the
Administration Shell for the
weighing module

2	Webservices sind über Internetprotokolle aufrufbare, gekapselte Anwendungen, deren Schnittstellen mit Hilfe
standardisierter Beschreibungssprachen definiert werden.
3 http://acplt.github.io/openAAS/
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In the future, further application scenarios such as condition monitoring or
predictive maintenance are planned both at production module and field device level,
which necessitates a composition of several Administration Shells.
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